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movINg INTo The New 
lAzArIDIs  CeNTre 

pg 04 
First lab is up and running

New QuANTum 
CompuTer moDel  

pg 05 
New universal computation model 

proposed by iqc researchers

IQC ouTreACh  
goes oN Tour 

pg 07 
twelve-stop tour across canada to 

promote the study of physics

oN the  cover

Cover photo by: Jonathan bielaski

the Mike & ophelia lazaridis quantum-Nano 

centre opened last fall solidifying waterloo’s 

growing reputation as “quantum valley” 

this issueIN from the editor

since the Grand opening of the Mike & ophelia 
lazaridis quantum-Nano centre in september 2012, 
we have been busy at the institute for quantum 
computing, not only with research, but also with 
conferences, workshops and visits.

we were fortunate to host: 

 the premier of ontario, Kathleen wynne;

  several pioneers in the field of quantum information, 

including both 2012 Nobel laureates in Physics,  

during the decoherence and Friends conference;

  researchers and students from diversified scientific  

areas for the quantum computation and complex 

Networks workshop;

  leading entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, academics 

and policy-makers were invited for the first leadership 

innovation conference.

The spring term brought several other conferences and  
camps to IQC: 

  the undergraduate school on experimental quantum 

information Processing (useqiP) accepted 26 engineering, 

physics, chemistry, computer science and math 

undergraduate students interested in the field of quantum 

information processing for a two-week workshop in June;

  Graduate students and young postdoctoral fellows from 

around the world joined us for the international quantum 

Key distribution (qKd) summer school at the end of July;

  we hosted the third annual qcrypt august 5-9;

  From august 12 to 16, the quantum cryptography school 

for young students (qcsys) introduced 42 exceptional 

students aged 15-17 to the intersection between 

computing, security and quantum mechanics.

despite the busy summer, research continues at iqc, and 

several groups prepare to move their labs from the research 

advancement centre (rac) to the Mike & ophelia lazaridis 

quantum-Nano centre. we’ll have more about use of the new 

space in upcoming issues. 

JoDI szImANskI, Senior Communications Manager
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woJCIeCh zurek is a pioneer in quantum information 

research who is renowned for his work in the theory 

of decoherence in quantum systems. to celebrate 

the 30-year anniversary of his seminal work, and 

coincidentally his 60th birthday, iqc hosted the 

Decoherence and Friends conference May 20-23, 2013. 

the organizing committee composed of iqc 

faculty member Joseph emersoN, iqc executive 

director rAymoND lAflAmme, JuAN pABlo pAz 

(university of buenos aires) and JosÉ IgNACIo 

lATorre (universitat de barcelona) invited Zurek’s 

collaborators and prominent contributors to the field 

from around the world for the celebrations. 

invited guests and speakers included:

  ChArles BeNNeTT, ibM research — co-founder  

of quantum cryptography

  wIllIAm wooTTers, williams college — Proved 

the no cloning theorem, a cornerstone in quantum 

information research, in a joint paper with Zurek

  BeN sChumACher, Kenyon college — coined the 

term “qubit” 

  DAvID wINelAND, National institute of standards 

and technology and serge hAroChe, collège de 

France — co-recipients of the 2012 Nobel Prize  

in physics. 

Nobel laureate lecture

2012 Nobel Prize co-recipient, 

serge hAroChe, gave a public 

lecture to a full house during 

the Decoherence and Friends 

conference. haroche spoke about his 

vast career, the impact of the Nobel 

Prize and the state of fundamental 

science funding. 

(l-r) woJCIeCh zurek, rAymoND lAflAmme 

and DAvID wINelAND

quantum
contributions

decohereNce aNd FrieNds coNFereNce

a celebration of

feature article
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the first lab to be outfitted in the new Mike & ophelia 

lazaridis quantum-Nano centre focuses on the security 

of quantum communication. research assistant Professor 

vADIm mAkArov, who was introduced in the last NewBit, 

and his team are testing commercial devices that perform 

quantum key distribution, a primitive for ultra-secure,  

quantum-enabled communication. 

Makarov and his team are taking apart quantum key 

distribution machines currently sold by companies.  

the team looks at their functions and finds weaknesses 

that hackers can exploit. 

in theory, using quantum information for communication 

security is unbreakable, but when built into a physical 

machine there are many opportunities for imperfections. 

these imperfections unintentionally open backdoors 

for hackers. typically, the problems are component 

deficiencies such as light reflecting off of a component 

instead of fully passing through — an imperfection similar 

to being able to see your own reflection in a window, even 

though the purpose of a window pane is merely to pass 

light. there can also be engineering mistakes not obvious 

to the designer of a cryptographic machine. through 

their research, Makarov and his team verify that the 

implementation of the quantum elements remains secure. 

Makarov and his team also build components in the lab 

including specialized optoelectronic devices. recently, the 

team built a low-noise single-photon detector used in an 

experiment that achieved quantum teleportation over a 

record-breaking distance of 143 kilometres through free space 

between the canary islands of la Palma and tenerife. 

lazaridis
centre

the

feature article

mike & ophelia lazaridis 
QUantUm-nano centre
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extending einstein 
NATURE PHYSICS 9 (2012)

ever since einstein, Podolsky and rosen (ePr) investigated 

the surprising behavior of two entangled particles in 1935, 

the phenomenon of quantum entanglement has fascinated, 

intrigued and puzzled physicists. Generating pairs of 

entangled photons is now routine and is currently used for 

quantum computing, quantum cryptography and quantum 

precision measurements.

a team, led by associate Professor ThomAs JeNNeweIN, 

extended ePr’s original ideas of two particles to three 

particles of light. using this method to create three entangled 

photons leads to entanglement of the three photons’ 

energies, which was not possible using the previous methods 

for generating three photons. this new form of creating 

quantum correlations between three photons from a single 

input photon may eventually allow for quantum mechanics 

to operate future communications networks, and could even 

lead to new advances in the development of quantum devices. 

JeNNeweIN and the team, krIsTer shAlm (National institute 

of standards and technology), DeNy hAmel (Phd student), 

zhIzhoNg yAN (Macquarie university), ChrIsToph sImoN 

(university of calgary) and assistant Professor kevIN resCh 

published their results in Nature Physics in November 2012. 

iQc faculty, postdoctoral fellows and students 

continue to conduct internationally recognized 

research into quantum information science. here is 

a sampling of their cutting-edge research published 

recently in academic journals over the past term. 

a new model to 
build a scalable 
quantum computer

SCIENCE 389 6121 (2013)

three iqc researchers proposed a 

new universal computation model. 

their construction could potentially 

provide an architecture for building a 

scalable quantum computer without 

a need to actively manipulate qubits. 

inspired by the quantum version of 

a random walk, Professor ANDrew 

ChIlDs, along with postdoctoral fellow 

DAvID gosseT and Phd candidate 

zAk weBB demonstrated that any 

desired quantum algorithm can be cast 

by judiciously configuring a graph of 

particle locations and letting multiple 

walkers “quantum walk” along the 

configuration for a given time. this 

model of computation is particularly 

well-suited for a variety of physical 

quantum systems currently under 

investigation, such as neutral atoms in 

optical lattices and photons in arrays of 

superconducting qubits. 

11 22 =
3

3

sCIeNCe 
hiGhliGhts
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sCIeNCe 
hiGhliGhts

new frameworks, 
new assumptions  
PHYS. REv. a 87, 042301 (2013)

while investigating 

different frameworks,  

new assumptions need 

to be made about the 

dynamics of an open 

system and its correlation 

with its environment in  

its initial state. Postdoctoral Fellow 

AhAroN BroDuTCh, along with  

co-authors ANImesh DATTA (university  

of oxford), kAvAN moDI (National 

university of singapore), ANgel rIvAs 

(universidad complutense) and CÉsAr 

A. roDrÍguez-ros ArIo (harvard), 

published the results of their research 

presenting a system-environment state 

with nonvanishing quantum discord that 

resulted in a completely positive map 

in a paper called Vanishing quantum 

discord is not necessary for completely 

positive maps. using two different sets 

of assumptions about the relevant family 

of initial states, the co-authors set out 

to re-examine the connections between 

positivity and quantum discord. their 

work invalidated an earlier claim that 

vanishing quantum discord was necessary 

for completely positive maps.  

with a focus on  
the theoretical 
the 16th annual qiP conference took place at tsinghua university 

in beijing in January 2013. iqc members participated in five 

quantum information processing presentations — two of them 

featured talks. 

  erIC ChITAmBAr (university of toronto) led a presentation 

with assistant Professor DeBBIe leuNg, Phd students lAurA 

mANCINskA and mArIs ozols, and ANDreAs wINTer 

(universitat autònoma de barcelona) on Everything you 

always wanted to know about LOCC (but were afraid to ask). 

  assistant Professor ANDrew ChIlDs, DAvID gosseT 

(Postdoctoral Fellow) and zAk weBB (Phd student) presented 

their paper Universal computation by multi-particle quantum 

walk, which was published in Science in February.

  associate Professor Joseph emersoN, Master’s student 

vICTor veITCh, ChrIs ferrIe (Phd student) and DAvID 

gross (university of california, santa barbara) spoke about 

their paper Negative Quasi-Probability as a Resource for 

Quantum Computation.

  assistant Professor roBerT koeNIg gave two featured talks: 

one with sergey BrAvyI (ibM t. J. watson research center), 

Classification of topologically protected gates for local stabilizer 

codes; the other with grAeme smITh (ibM thomas J. watson 

research center), Limits on classical communication from 

quantum entropy power equalities. 
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Martin laforest

christopher wilson

iQc on toUr
associate Professor ChrIsTopher wIlsoN and mArTIN 

lAforesT toured 12 universities between January and april 

through a program organized by the canadian association 

of Physicists (caP). the caP lecture tour helps promote the 

study of physics in canada and raise the level of excitement 

about new developments in the field. 

laforest presented the basic concepts of quantum 

information science and technologies and how they’re 

being applied to computing, communication and sensing 

at carleton university, concordia university, simon Fraser 

university, the university of ontario institute of technology,  

the university of regina and the university of saskatchewan. 

wilson spoke about the dynamical casimir effect that he 

demonstrated in 2011 and led to the experiment being named 

one of Physics world’s ‘breakthrough’ experiments.  

he presented at McGill university, Mount allison university, 

st. Francis Xavier university, université de Moncton, 

university of Pei and university of windsor. 

IQC at AAAs
researchers from iqc presented 

two talks at this year’s annual 

meeting of the american 

association for the advancement 

of science (aaas) in boston. iqc 

canada excellence research chair 

DAvID Cory presented alongside 

AmIr yACoBy (harvard) and rAffI 

BuDAkIAN (university of illinois 

at urbana-champaign). the panel 

highlighted three experimental 

approaches to quantum sensors: 

magnetic resonance force 

microscopy, scanning probe 

microscopy with a diamond tip,  

and neutron interferometry. 

DAvID Cory was also an invited panelist to the canadian Media 

breakfast at aaas presented by the canada Foundation for 

innovation (cFi). cory presented his research on quantum devices 

and how they will drive canadian innovation.

while in boston, iqc executive director, rAymoND lAflAmme 

represented waterloo in a roundtable discussion called Fostering 

Cultures of Innovation Through International Cooperation hosted by 

the canadian consulate General in boston. 

Optical
addressing

Sample
stage -1

0
 n

m

NV

Diamond
probe

AFM

Diamond
nanopillar

outreach
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stUdent 
conference 

Canadian-American-mexican (CAm) graduate student  
physics Conference
University of Waterloo

Monday, august 15 to thursday, august 18 

returning to teDxwaterloo

For this year’s tedxwaterloo, 

chasingHOME, rAymoND lAflAmme 

returned to talk about the progress in 

the field of quantum information since 

the last time he spoke in 2010. laflamme 

discussed the biggest development made 

in terms of science: the ability to control 

atoms and molecules more precisely —  

a 100-fold change. along the way to this 

control, we’ve also been able to solve other 

problems that have led to the development 

of quantum-enabled devices. laflamme 

promised another update in 2016 that 

will include data about iqc’s project on 

quantum communication using satellites. 

the organizers of tedxwaterloo 

challenged mArTIN lAforesT with 

performing a quantum physics experiment 

with the entire audience. laforest took 

up the challenge and performed an 

experiment to explain the rules of quantum 

mechanics. using polarizers, laforest 

showed an example of superposition and 

how if you attempt to measure a quantum 

system, you perturb it. 

rAymoND lAflAmme with a model 
of a satellite that will be used for 
quantum key exchange  

mArTIN lAforesT conducts an 
experiment with polarizers with 
the help of rAmy NAssAr

Neutron interferometer 

i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a

outreach
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new coUrses 
& workshops 
cryptoworks21, a Nserc-funded training program for building 

the workforce for the cryptographic infrastructure of the 21st 

century introduced its first two courses in July. the collaboration 

between iqc, the university of calgary and the université de 

Montréal offered a Professional development session on Project 

Management, a workshop based on Mitacs step Foundations  

of Project Management i and was hosted by iqc July 23-24. 

the workshop aimed to help cryptoworks21 researchers 

interested in building their professional skills, strengthen working 

relationships and improve research results and impact. For the 

two days following, the second course, standards & certification, 

was open to cryptoworks21 researchers as well as students in 

other programs. this course helped researchers understand the 

importance of certification and standardization for quantum 

cryptography technologies, including when they’re introducing 

new technologies to the marketplace. 

investments in Quantum 
commercialization  
to build the  
Quantum Valley  
on March 19, 2013, mIke lAzArIDIs and Doug 

fregIN announced the $100M quantum valley 

investment fund. lazaridis and Fregin, who together  

founded blackberry, have partnered again to help 

grow the quantum information industry in canada.

investments from the fund will support the 

commercialization of research from iqc and  

other research institutes around the world.

weB   quantumvalleyinvestments.com 

Premier tours 
lazaridis centre
the honourable kAThleeN wyNNe 

toured iqc on april 5, 2013 as part of her 

first visit to waterloo region as Premier 

of ontario. rAymoND lAflAmme and 

DAvID Cory shared iqc’s history and 

research and Premier wynne was the 

first non-scientist to enter the quantum 

NanoFab facility in the lazaridis centre. 

(l-r) rAymoND lAflAmme, 

mIke lAzArIDIs, premier 

kAThleeN wyNNe, JohN 
mIlloy (mpp) and DAvID Cory

Around 
     the iNstitute
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awards aNd FellowshiPs 

kevIN resCh 

associate Professor kevIN resCh was awarded the 

e.w.r. steacie Fellowship from the Natural sciences 

and engineering research council of canada 

(Nserc) valued at $250,000 over two years.  

this funding will support his work on the 

development of quantum sources of light and 

interferometric sensors. 

mATTeo mArIANToNI

assistant Professor mATTeo mArIANToNI was one 

of this year’s recipients of the prestigious sloan 

Fellowship. Mariantoni plans on using the monetary 

portion of the two-year fellowship to further build his 

state-of-the-art digital quantum Matter lab. the lab 

focuses on designing, fabricating and manipulating 

nano-scale superconducting integrated circuits and 

controlling their quantum behaviour. 

ThomAs JeNNeweIN 

the canada Foundation for innovation (cFi) helps 

provide researchers with the facilities and equipment 

they require to innovate. associate Professor ThomAs 

JeNNeweIN was awarded a cFi leading edge Fund 

grant worth $490,000 for his research in Global 

quantum communication and security certification. 

lAurA mANCINskA 

Phd student lAurA mANCINskA was awarded the 

$5,000 iqc achievement award for her research 

investigating the local quantum operations and 

classical communication framework. the work of 

laura and her colleagues will be useful to others 

investigating new techniques used to answer open 

questions. she studies under the direction of  

DeBBIe leuNg and ANDrew ChIlDs and  

defended her thesis July 31. 

i q c . u w a t e r l o o . c a

staff 

Kathryn Fedy 
bronwyn Greavette 
david lu 
Jessica Miranda 
Jodi szimanski 
dylan totzke

students

Feiruo shen 
shihan sajeed 
Martin otto 
hamidreza Nafissi 
chunhao wang 
John rinehart 

long-Term visitors 

Mhlambululi Mafu 
qiang li 
amir yacoby 
qiang li 
hang li 
Fei wang 
daniel Jost brod 
tiago debara 
Mouktik raha 

Arrivals

Around 
     the iNstitute
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cryptography
investigating quantum

Quantum cryptography school  
for Young students
August 12-16

this week-long enrichment program brought high school students to iqc 

for lectures, hands-on experiments and group work focused on quantum 

cryptography. qcsys gives students the opportunity to not only learn 

about cryptography, but meet and collaborate with some the most 

renowned researchers in the field. 

weB    

iqc.uwaterloo.ca/conferences/qcsys2013 

sponsor

QKD summer school
July 29-August 2

Graduate students and postdoctoral 

fellows converged at iqc for the 

international quantum Key distribution 

(qKd) summer school. the annual 

summer school is an opportunity for 

students to learn more about relevant 

approaches and techniques to further their 

own research in quantum cryptography.

weB    

iqc.uwaterloo.ca/conferences/qkd-2013 

sponsors

Qcrypt 2013
August 5-9

students and researchers gathered to discuss one of the most 

promising opportunities for future quantum cryptography. researchers 

shared their results, industry partners showcased their current 

technologies and a student poster session highlighted recent work. 

weB   2013.qcrypt.net 

sponsors   institute for quantum computing, centre for quantum 

technologies, Perimeter institute, swiss Federal institute of 

technology Zurich, cryptoworks21, telecom Paris tech, idq, comdev, 

communitech, idq, optoelectronic components, Micro Photon 

devices, Picoquant, ustc-quantumctek, austrian institute of 

technology, institute for quantum technology at the university of 

calgary, qasKy, single quantum, sequreNet, scoNtel, tektronix and 

teledyne lecroy.



welcome
mat!

we’re
laying out the

you’re invited

we opened the doors of the mike 
& ophelia lazaridis Quantum-Nano 
Centre last fall. on september 21, 
we will welcome the community 
once again as we participate in 
Doors Open Waterloo Region.  
Join us for a tour of this spectacular 
facility and discover for yourself the 
excitement of quantum physics. 

weB  iqc.uwaterloo.ca/news-events

Doors open waterloo region
september 21
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

looK For the NeXt issue oF newbit iN the New year
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